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Our letter to you....
This magazine started from a need: to better connect parents and carers

as we exit the pandemic. To find a response to this need, parents and

carers of Tower Hamlets came up with a unique and creative idea to have 

Meet the team behind the magazine
Amina - who likes doing arts and crafts with children
in her spare time
Fatima - who loves all things Marvel
Farzana - photography is my passion
Jomya - who holds little hands walking through
nature
Naomi - who is hoping for snow this year

Nehar - who loves a good read with a cup of tea
Pratima - who loves the autumn colours
Saleha - who is looking forward to catching snowflakes
Shaira - who loves reading and using colours for
expression
Shamsun - who can't wait for summer

So, yes, this magazine is created, developed and owned by parents for parents living in Tower Hamlets.

They have been involved in every stage of moving a ‘finding’ to a ‘tangible product’. The parents involved

in creating this magazine wanted healthy recipes to try, worries answered, top tips by parents, activities

for children and information from local services. They also suggested making the magazine all-inclusive, in

terms of language and accommodating for children's special educational needs - something that could not

be fully achieved in this edition, due to limited resources.

This was not just a short exercise to create a magazine, but a process of self-empowerment by the

community using the very skills and knowledge that the community had. The process facilitated by the

Bromley by Bow team created a platform for local writers, artists, reporters, chefs, photographers and

editors to express their talents, to learn together and guide the magazine. The only common theme

being - to build connection and support. 

a platform of their own to share ideas, skills and knowledge. The focus of the

sharing would remain children’s early learning.

 

We are a bunch of writers and editors who have made this possible, who may have made errors, but

have learnt and improvised and moved on. Our dream for the future is to reach out to each parent,

especially those who are isolated due to lack of family network or a limitation of language; to provide

opportunities to those who want to explore their talents; to collaborate further with services; and to

develop this magazine to be more tailored to children’s special educational needs.

If you are someone who needs a magazine like this, then please let us know if you liked our efforts and

how we can improve it. Do you have the desire to be a part this experiment and wish to share your

story, recipe, skills, knowledge, information, experience, tips, questions, or ideas?

If you are someone who believes in us and wants to support this process then please get in touch too. You

can support us by giving feedback, by connecting us with resources, expertise, training, ideas and yes….

you can always FUND us to continue with this process of empowerment. 

Enjoy the magazine! - Pratima and Naomi

 

We want your feedback! Write to playrooms@bbbc.org.uk to share what you thought of

our first edition and ideas for the next! 



What do you call a snowmanin the summer?
 

A puddle.

What kind of maths dosnowy owls like?
 

Owl-gebra

What did the big furry

hat say to the warm

woolly scarf? 

 

You hang around while I

go on ahead 

What do snowmen call
their offsprings? 

 
CHILL—DREN

Everyone teased thesnowman about the pointynose.Fortunately he didnt CAR-RAT all

Quick Family Recipes

Children's Corner: Winter Jokes
Join our competition by sending in your jokes to

playrooms@bbbc.org.uk - best jokes published

Shrimp Wraps

Add more or less ingredients depending on
how many people you are cooking for.
Mix spices to taste. Start with a little and
add more.
Try swapping some of the ingredients listed
with what you have in the cupboard and
what you like.

Sasha and her mother Alison love
creating simple, adaptable recipes! You
don’t need to be professional, have all of
the tools like weighing scales - just use
what you have. Here is their advice:

.

In a bowl whisk together plain yoghurt, lime,
fresh coriander (cilantro) and garlic. Season
with salt and pepper to taste. Cover and chill
until ready to use.

Season the shrimp in a medium bowl. Whisk
together cumin, paprika, coriander, salt and
pepper. Add the shrimp and mix. 

Heat olive oil in a frying pan, add the shrimp
and cook. Prepare the avocado and cabbage.

Open a wrap and layer cabbage, shrimp,
avocado and then add the yogurt sauce.

Shrimp
Cumin
Paprika
Coriander powder
Salt and pepper
Avocado 
Cabbage 

Ingredients

Instructions

- Collated by Halima Khanom

Wraps
Plain yoghurt
Lime 
Fresh coriander (also called
cilantro)
Garlic
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by Sasha and Alison Formosa



NATURE CURRICULUM
"Never be within doors when you can

rightly be without." 

by Saleha Rashid

Spending time outdoors with children can be another
adventure. In a time where gadgets and technology has
impacted every household, being able to switch off and
de-stress has never been more important. Children are
naturally inquisitive, they love to explore the natural
world. Look back at your own childhood memories… Do 

Learning and Growth

Increase activity levels 
Reduce your stress levels
Improve your mood
Reduce anxiety 
Enhance your immune system 
Lower blood pressure 
Improve your confidence and self esteem 

Did you know?
Spending time outdoors has various benefits for your
physical, mental health and wellbeing! These include:

Children best learn through real life experiences and
interactions just as we did. Let's try and switch off
and head outdoors this winter. Connect with nature.
Be more mindful of the space around us. Appreciate
the natural surrounding we have. 

The year long nature curriculum is spread out over 12
months covering a whole array of themes related to
nature. You can simply download the calendar for free
from the website. They also have a step-by-step guide
to help plan activities. There is so much you can learn
alongside your children, try and keep a little sketch
book with you as you go exploring, you never know
what you’ll find! Happy exploring.

Please do send in some photos of your own
adventures, peaceful walks and interesting finds to
playrooms@bbbc.org.uk. We will select some and
include them in the next issue.
.

If lockdown taught us anything, it's taking time to take
care for your own mental health and wellbeing. For
many this can include a trip to the salon, going out
shopping or even just a long drive. There have been
many studies suggesting how being outdoors can also
improve your wellbeing and health. 

 

 (Charlotte Mason)

Here is three months of Raising
Little Shoots' Nature Curriculum.

Visit www.raisinglittleshoots.com
for the full year's curriculum and
more ideas.

you remember jumping in puddles, making mud pies
and herbal ‘potions’? These are the memories I have,
and ones I wish for my own children to make. 

Being a homeschooling parent, my children are
constantly learning with me, this is how I intend to
spend winter this year. I am currently following along
with a brilliant nature curriculum and I’m sure you will
also enjoy. 



 

'Baby sees spots and dots' by Chez Pitchall is just one from a
whole series of 'Baby sees' books. 

'Baby sees spots and dots' is a wonderful book to spend some
quiet time with baby or allow baby independent playtime or
tummy time to look at the high contrast, bold colour and black
and white images. 

Children's COrner
Complete the dot-to-dot, then colour in what you've

discovered. Can you add accessories to keep him warm?

BOOK REVIEW
by Shaira Jahan

Read for at least 10 – 20 mins, make it a part
of your routine, at bedtime, on a journey,
bath time or any time!
Have fun reading, don’t read if you are tired
but make up for this next time.
Talk about the pictures, discuss what is
happening, what can happen next. 
Read a wide range of texts such as
newspapers, magazines, poetry, information
books, stories or signs when out and about!
Make up stories together, when you are out
and about to help build their vocabulary and
imagination.
Visit your local idea store to find books that
relate to your child’s interests.

by Shaira Jahan

Top tips for reading with
your child

Babies and young children find this book fascinating and it has been specially designed to
appeal to babies and encourage their curiosity. The images help early stages of development
and allow the visual part of the child’s brain to develop. 

At the time of writing, this book was available on the shelf, ready to borrow from the
Whitechapel Idea Store. The recommended age for this book is from birth to 2 years. 

One person chooses a number. The rest of the group

have to spot the number around you. Maybe there

are a group of objects of that number, or the number

is written somewhere. The person who spots the

number first takes the next turn.

I see numbers



THE WISDOM OF DR SEUSS

Parents' Pages

‘You’ll never be bored when you try
something new, there’s really no limit to
what you can do!'

Parenting is a tough job. If you do not take care
of yourself then you are likely to feel stressed,
snowed under and will eventually run out of
steam. This means that your own emotional well-
being and self-care is at the heart of parenting.
Here are some self-care strategies that you can
try, inspired by  Dr Seuss – as he said:

Self-care for parents and carers

Pencil in some ‘me-time’ away from the children. Upon
your return you will feel rejuvenated, with a top up of
patience and perseverance that might have been in
short supply.

Life happens in front of us – why not take a break
away from electronics.  A ‘digital detox’ will reduce
some of the adverse effects associated with electronic
devices.

Spend time in nature and green spaces. Studies have
shown immersing yourself in nature has positive 

Read daily or join a book club! Review a book or a
chapter together- meet in person or online.Share your
thoughts and feelings regarding the book. Reading
self-help books on positive parenting strategies can
also give you practical inspiration for your parenting.

4. ‘You can find magic wherever you look. Sit
back, relax, all you need is a book.'

1. ‘It's not about what is - it's about what it can
become.'  

2. ‘Time spent amongst trees is never wasted' -
especially among the Truffula Trees! 

3. ‘Absence makes the heart grow fonder.' 

5. 'Today I shall behave as if this day will be
remembered.’

A daily mindfulness practice can help you become
more present. This is key to fully savouring what’s
going on right now, rather than replay something in
your mind that happened yesterday or worry about
what might happen later today.

Finally, if you feel overwhelmed, then reach out
for help from family and friends. However, if you
feel more anxious than usual and are not coping
well, then speak to your GP. 

We hope you enjoy trying out these self-care tips
for yourself.

effects for your mental well-being. So go for a stroll
with your baby, stroller in tow, to your local park,
wooded area or even your garden. 

by Nehar Begum

(Traditional)

(Dr Seuss)

(Dr Seuss)

(The Lorax, Dr Seuss)

(Katrina Mayer with the Lorax, Dr Seuss)

Research from verywellfamily.com



PERTURBED
PARENT

Perturbed Parent is a
platform to get your
questions answered by
experienced parents or
carers. But remember and
take heart! Every child is
different and there are lots
of solutions - you have the
power in you to find the
right one!
 
Have a dilemma? Why not
write to us at
playrooms@bbbc.org.uk.

Dear Parent Power Team,
I have just gone back to work after maternity leave and my baby
has suddenly become really clingy. It has never happened before:
she has been fine playing independently. As soon as I reach home,
I cannot leave baby out of my sight without her getting distressed.
Even a trip to the loo is difficult. I love that my baby wants me, but
I am starting to feel stifled.  Help! What can I do to help my baby?

Both of our families went through something

similar when our children were starting school

and nursery, although they were older so we

could talk to them about how long they would

be separated: something one of us said was

"when the moon comes, mamma would come”. 

None of us have a degree in parenting – every

child is different and you will find a way that

works for yours. - A and P

Offer your child lots of cuddles when

you get home. When you are with

your child and need to leave them,

keep talking to your child: "I'm just

going to the kitchen and I'm coming

right back". 

Sounds like you are going through a

difficult time with your baby,

especially when she was rather

independent before. This is known as

separation anxiety - it’s natural for

your baby to feel anxious in your

absence and upon your return become

really clingy.

 - Anonymous, London

Your voice will assure them you are

around. Slowly increase the length of

time you are away.

Be patient, it may take some time,

but persevere to allow your child's

anxiety to ease. - S

Try to help your baby get used to

being left with another caregiver for

short periods  of time - your baby will

learn if you leave them, they will be

absolutely fine and you will come

back. This will enable them to get

used to the idea and relieve their

anxiety and yours at the same time. 

 - N 
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Fill up the sock with the rice

and tie it up at the open end

so the rice doesn’t come out. 

Stick or add on pins, buttons,

stickers or use markers

according to the picture for

the nose, eyes and buttons on

the front.

21 3

4

Cut the socks in the middle,

keeping the small part for

the hat.

You will need:

Arts and crafts:  

Inspired by Preeti Chauhan, watch the Youtube video by searching "DIY Snowman"

Make a Sock Snowman

For the snowman's body 

- 1 white sock 

         

For eyes, buttons and nose 

- Pins, markers, buttons or stickers (I used

pins)

- Glue (optional)

- 3 rubber bands

- Ribbon to decorate (optional)

To make the hat, tie the top of

the toe part that you cut

before to make a round shape

at the top. Fold the edges in.

Put it on your snowman.

Use rubber band to divide

the head from the body.

Tie up a big part of the sock

at one end and fold it back.

6

by  Amina Begum Parul and Suhana Maryam

For the hat  

- Any other sock

- Approx. 1 cup of rice
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2

You will need:

Indoors and Outdoors

Winter Wreath

- Cardboard, or a paper plate

- Scissors

- Glue or double sided tape

- Gatherings from the garden: twigs,

- leaves, cones - anything beautiful

- String

Cut the box to make a circle shape: use a large lid or

plate to help you. 

Then cut out a small circle inside the larger circle to

make a doughnut shape.

 If you are using a paper plate, cut out the inside by

making a hole in the middle and cutting around.

Collect anything beautiful you find outside and

stick on with glue. 

For larger items make two holes and attach by

tying it to the wreath.

You may need to go on more than one scavenger hunt!

Things to collect are: multicoloured leaves, pine cones,

acorns, berries, twigs and sticks.

Continue adding to the wreath until you have

covered all of the cardboard. Any empty spaces can

be decorated using arts and crafts materials.

Inspiration and photos from Gatherings in
Nature - @gatherings_in_nature on Instagram

1

by  Jomya Tahsin



Snowball Mayhem

Practice your tracing with a winter theme...

 

Who is throwing these

massive snowballs? Draw

your picture here



INTERVIEW: MEET NASIM

Hi there, my name’s Nasim and I’m a social prescriber
at the Bromley by Bow Health Partnership. I co-
facilitate DIY health workshops, led with parents to
talk about treating children's minor ailments.

Handling
Coughs

and
Colds

Around Tower Hamlets

by Shamsun
What should we do about the flu?
Flu comes on very quickly with high fever beyond 38
degrees, loss of appetite and feeling really sick.

If it’s flu or they have a high temperature (over 38
degrees), they need to see the GP or call 111.  Do not
give paracetamol to babies younger than 2 months
and Ibuprofen under 3 months, or if they have
asthma,  unless prescribed your GP. For older babies
you can buy these medicines over the counter at your
local pharmacy. Always ask the pharmacist for advice
before giving them to your child.

And what about if I think it could be Covid?
The three main symptoms of COVID-19 are a high
temperature beyond 38 degrees, a new, continuous
cough – this means coughing a lot, for more than an
hour, or 3 or more coughing episodes in 24 hours –
and a loss or change to sense of smell or taste – this
means they cannot smell or taste anything, or things
smell or taste different to normal.

If your child has any of the main symptoms of COVID-
19, even if they're mild, get a PCR test (a test that is
sent to a lab) as soon as possible. Your child should
self-isolate at home until you get the test result – they
can only leave home to have the test. Check if you and
anyone else your child lives with need to self-isolate.
For children aged 5 or over with Covid, you can get
medical help online (at 111.nhs.uk); for children under
5 call 111.

Above all, if your child's symptoms are not improving
or are even getting worse, or if you notice other
unusual symptoms please contact your GP or call 111.

What treatments can you use for colds at home?
The common cold usually starts gradually, with
symptoms such as a sore throat, a cough, a blocked or
runny nose and generally feeling unwell. Generally for
over 2s, colds last 1-2 weeks and symptoms are less
serious than flu. 

Colds have no cure - children need plenty of rest - but
the pharmacist can give general advice about
treatments to ease symptoms. Antibiotics won't work
for colds, they only work for bacterial infections.

Make sure all family members wash their
hands well and often – we say “Sing Happy
Birthday twice”. Wash clothes at a high
temperature to kill any germs and don’t
share towels or other items.

You can use menthol rubs, like Snuffle
Rub, to apply on the chest and soles of
feet to help them sleep. Always check the
label for suitable ages.

Useful links:      nhs.uk/conditions/common-cold       nhs.uk/conditions/flu
nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/coronavirus-in-children

Children may lose their appetite so they
should take in more fluids than normal to
stay hydrated. For sore throats, you can
make healthy ice lollies by freezing orange
juice. Children can suck on this if they 
 refuse liquid. For over 1s, lemon and
honey in warm water is good for sore
throats and coughs. Soups are nourishing
and easier to eat than solid food. 

Bathroom steam can ease sinuses and
congestion. Go into the bathroom, close
the door and windows and turn the shower
or bath on hot, so steam develops. You
can add 1-2 oregano drops in the bath
water, but this is optional. If a child is too
young to sit in the bath they can sit on
your lap.

Thank you Nasim! 
To join a DIY Health session, contact
nasim.hafezi@nhs.net

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-and-what-to-do/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/common-cold/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/coronavirus-in-children/


সা�াৎকার: Nasim (নািসম)-এর সােথ
পিরিচত �হান

 

নম�ার, আমারনাম Nasim এবংআিম �বােহলথ
পাট�নারিশেপর �মিলেত একজনেসাশ�াল ��স�াইবার।
আিম DIY �হলথ ওয়াক� শপ�িলর সহ-আেয়াজন কির,
িশ�েদর �ছাটখােটা অসুেখর িচিকৎসার িবষেয়
অিভভাবকেদর সােথকথা বলারিদেক পিরচািলত কির।

কািশ এবং সিদ�  পিরচালনা করা Shamsun (শামসুন) কতৃ� ক 
 

�� -এর ��ে� আমােদর কী করা উিচত?
38 িডি�র �বিশ �র, �ুধা �াস এবং সিত�ই অসু� �বাধ-এর
সােথ সােথ ��  খুব �ত চেল আেস।

যিদ এ� ��  হয় বা তােদর উ� তাপমা�া থােক (38 িডি�র
�বিশ), তােদর GP-�ক �দখােত হেব বা 111 ন�ের কল করেত
হেব। 2 মােসর কম বয়সী বা�ােদর প�ারািসটামল এবং 3
মােসর কম বয়সী অথবা তােদর হঁাপািন থাকেল
আইবুে�ােফন �দেবন না, যিদ না আপনার কােছ আপনার
GP-র িনেদ� শ থােক। �বিশ বয়সী িশ�েদর জন� আপিন এই
ওষুধ�িল আপনার �ানীয় ফােম�িসেত ��সি�পশন ছাড়াই
িকনেত পােরন। আপনার বা�ােক �দওয়ার আেগ সবসময়
ফাম�ািসে�র পরামশ�  িনন।

আপিন বািড়েত সিদ� র জন� িক িচিকৎসা ব�বহার
করেত পােরন?
সাধারণ সিদ�  সাধারণত ধীের ধীের গলা ব�থা, কািশ, ব�
নাক বা নাক িদেয় পািন পড়া এবং সাধারণত অসু� �বাধ
করার মেতা উপসগ��িলর সােথ �� হয়। সাধারণত 2
বছেরর �বিশ বয়�েদর, সিদ�  1-2 স�াহ �ায়ী হয় এবং
উপসগ��িল �� র �থেক কম ��তর হয়। 
সিদ� -কািশর �কানও িনরাময় �নই - িশ�েদর �চ�র
িব�ােমর �েয়াজন - তেব ফাম�ািস� উপসগ��িল
কমােনার জন� িচিকৎসা স�েক�  সাধারণ পরামশ�  িদেত
পােরন। অ�াি�বােয়া�ক সিদ� -কািশর জন� কাজ করেব
না, �স�িল �ধুমা� ব�াকেটিরয়া সং�মেণর ��ে� কাজ
কের।

·িনি�ত ক�ন �য সম� পিরবােরর সদস�রা
তােদর হাত ভালভােব এবং �ায়শই ধুেয় �নন
– আমরা বিল "হ�ািপ বাথ�েড দুবার গাইেত যত
সময় লােগ"। �কানও জীবাণু মারার জন� উ�
তাপমা�ায় কাপড় ধুেয় �ফলুন এবং �তায়ােল
বা অন�ান� িজিনস ভাগ কের ব�বহার করেবন
না।

 nhs.uk/conditions/common-cold       nhs.uk/conditions/flu     nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms

িশ�রা তােদর �ুধা হারােত পাের তাই
হাইে�েটড থাকার জন� তােদর �াভাবব�থার
�চেয় �বিশ পানীয় �হণ করা উিচত। গলা
ব�থার জন�, আপিন কমলােলবুর রস
িহমািয়ত কের �া��কর আইস লিলপপ �তির
করেত পােরন। িশ�রা পানীয় �হণ করেত না
চাইেল এ� চ�ষেত পাের। 1 বছেরর �বিশ
বয়�েদর জন�, গরম জেল �লবু এবং মধু
গলা ব�থা এবং কািশর জন� ভাল। শ�
খাবােরর �চেয় স�ুপ পু�কর এবং খাওয়া
সহজ।

এক� DIY �হলথ �সশেন �যাগ িদেত, �যাগােযাগ ক�ন:
 nasim.hafezi@nhs.net

বাথ�েমর ি�ম সাইনাস এবং নােক সিদ�
জেম থাকা কমােত পাের। বাথ�েম যান,
দরজা এবং জানালা ব� ক�ন এবং শাওয়ার
বা বাথ গরম ক�ন, যােত বা� �তির হয়।
আপিন �ােনর জেল 1-2 অেরগােনা �ফঁাটা
িদেত পােরন, তেব এ� আপনার ই�ানুযায়ী।
যিদ এক� িশ� �ােন বসার জন� খুব �ছাট
হয় তেব তােক আপিন আপনার �কােল বসেত
পাের।

·আপিন �ম�ল রাব ব�বহার করেত পােরন,
�যমন �াফল রাব, বুেক এবং পােয়র তলায়
লাগােল করেল তা তােদর ঘুমােত সাহায�
করেব। সব�দা উপযু� বয়েসর জন� �লেবল
পরী�া ক�ন।

এবং যিদ আিম মেন কির এ� �কািভড হেত পাের তেব
কী হেব?
COVID-19-এর িতন� �ধান ল�ণ হল 38 িডি�র �বিশ
তাপমা�া, এক� নত�ন, একটানা কািশ – মােন অেনক কািশ
হওয়া, এক ঘ�ার �বিশ সময় ধের, বা 24 ঘ�ার মেধ� 3 বা
তার �বিশ কািশ হেতই থাকা – এবং �াণ বা �ােদর অনুভ� িত
চেল যাওয়া বা বদেল যাওয়া - যার মােন তারা �কানও িকছ�র
গ� বা �াদ িনেত পাের না, বা �কানও িজিনেসর গ� বা �াদ
�াভািবেকর �থেক িভ�রকম লােগ।

যিদ আপনার স�ােনর COVID-19-এর �ধান ল�ণ�িলর
মেধ� �কানও� থােক, এমনিক যিদ �স�িল মৃদুও হেয় থােক,
তাহেল যত তাড়াতািড় স�ব এক� PCR পরী�া (এক�
পরী�া যা ল�ােব পাঠােনা হয়) ক�ন। আপিন পরী�ার
ফলাফল না পাওয়া পয�� আপনার স�ােনর বািড়েত �-
িবি�� থাকা উিচত - �স �ধুমা� পরী�ার জন� বািড় �ছেড়
�যেত পাের। আপিন এবং অন� �কউ িযিন আপনার স�ােনর
সােথ থােকন তােদর �-িবি�� থােকন �েয়াজন আেছ িকনা
তা পরী�া ক�ন। �কািভেড আ�া� 5 বছর বা তার �বিশ
বয়সী িশ�েদর জন�, আপিন অনলাইেন িচিকৎসা সহায়তা
�পেত পােরন (111.nhs.uk-�ত); 5 বছেরর কম বয়সী িশ�েদর
জন� 111 ন�ের কল ক�ন।

সেব�াপির, যিদ আপনার স�ােনর উপসগ��িলর উ�িত না হয়
বা আরও খারাপ হয়, অথবা আপিন যিদ অন� অ�াভািবক
উপসগ�  ল�� কেরন তেব অনু�হ কের আপনার GP-র সােথ
�যাগােযাগ ক�ন বা 111 ন�ের কল ক�ন।

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/common-cold/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/coronavirus-in-children/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/self-isolation-and-treatment/when-to-self-isolate-and-what-to-do/


WHAT'S ON
Get new ideas and places to visit 

Children's Corner: Draw a Snowflake 

MUSEUM OF THE HOME, now newly
opened, always brings you events, art
exhibitions, and term time activities all year
round.
museumofthehome.org.uk 

MUSEUM OF LONDON has exciting family
learning experiences. It's all free but
booking in advance needed. Grab a free
family pack of activities! Has separate
activity corner for babies too.
museumoflondon.org.uk

TOYHOUSE provide support for children
and families, have toy libraries in 22
different locations and stay and play
sessions for 0-5 years across the borough
92 St Paul’s Way, London E3 4AL,
020 7987 7399 / info@toyhouse.org.uk

POPLAR UNION offers Sensory Exploration
for babies aged 0 to crawling! With a little
price you can enjoy light shows, bubbles,
baby yoga, baby music and dance, tummy
time activities and so on throughout the
year.
poplarunion.com

Other websites that are great sources of inspiration are...      kidsinmuseum.org.uk            thethamesdiscovery.org    
mudchute.org          spitalfieldscityfarm.org    bowarts.org      discover.org.uk      eorailway.co.uk  nationalgallery.org.uk

WELL ONE run activities for children and
adults. From play activities and seasonal
tips on the website to exercise classes,
arts and crafts, community events and
mental health and wellbeing; there is
something for everyone.
wellone.co.uk

HALF MOON THEATRE brings high quality
puppet show, films and interactive plays for
children aged 0 to 8 years old throughout
the year. Book your tickets in advance to
enjoy these especially designed multi-
sensory show for young children and
families!
halfmoon.org.uk

FAMILY INFORMATION SERVICE provides
information and services in Tower
Hamlets for children and young people
with Special Educational Needs (SEND)
and their families as well as all families in
the borough. 
30 Greatorex Street, London E1 5NP /
020 7364  6395 /
local.offer@towerhamlets.gov.uk

Important links for families 

TOWER HAMLETS EVENTS page hosted by
the council
Search "Tower Hamlets events" in google

THCAN, a hub for all of the advice centres in
Tower Hamlets.
thcan.org.uk

BOW FOODBANK an independent
community foodbank for those in need of
food support. No referral required.
Mondays 8.30am-12.30pm, Bromley by
Bow Centre, Set Leonard's Street, E3 3BT

All snowflakes are symmetrical, which means when you turn them round they look the same. Start with a cross

and some diagonal lines and add embellishments. Here are some ideas to get you started

by Shaira Jahan, Farzana Rahman and
Fatima Ferdus



Correspondence Page

Write to playrooms@bbbc.org.uk to feature anything you have

made from this issue. Next edition's drawing theme is Spring!

Thanks to  Aaminah, Ameera, Aparajita, Atharv, Nafisah, Nasuha, Safa, Sara, Suhana,

Sureya, Zahra, Zaina and Zayd for this snowflake collection and winter poem.

Contributors: Nehar Begum, Amina Begum Parul and Suhana Maryam, Alison and Sasha Formosa, Fatima
Ferdus, Shaira Jahan, Halima Khanom, Farzana Rahman, Saleha Rashid, Shamsun, Jomya Tahsin.
Photos by: Nehar Begum, Amina Begum Parul, Shaira Jahan, Saleha Rashid, Pratima Singh, Jomya Tahsin, Canva.
With thanks to Gatherings in Nature and Raising Little Shoots for sharing their resources.
Supported by Save the Children UK and the Bromley by Bow Centre.


